Exploring World Heritage & Sustainable Tourism

through the lens of Heinz Plenge

TUESDAY JUNE 1, 2021 - 6PM (CET)

An Online Conversation
An online conversation with Peru’s most prominent nature and wildlife photographer Heinz Plenge, about the importance of sustainable tourism and the challenges faced by world heritage sites today, told through his beautiful photographs. The event will be in English and Spanish.

Register here:
https://www.unescochair.usi.ch/heinzplenge

Participants:
- Heinz Plenge
- Lorenzo Cantoni (UNESCO Chair in ICT to develop and promote sustainable tourism and World Heritage sites)
- Anna Picco-Schwendener (UNESCO Chair in ICT to develop and promote sustainable tourism and World Heritage sites)
- Adine Gavazzi (UNESCO Chair in Anthropology of Health - Biosphere and Systems of Heal)
- Sara Beatriz Guardia (Catédra UNESCO Patrimonio Cultural y Turismo Sostenible)

Heinz Plenge

Heinz Plenge has traveled extensively across Peru and the world for over five decades, capturing images of World Heritage. His photographs have been included in publications such as National Geographic, BBC Wildlife, Natural History, The New York Times Magazine, and many others. He has also worked for many years on conservation and sustainable tourism projects in his home country.
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